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SECTION I: OVERVIEW 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This manual describes the installation procedure for the UNAVCO Polar Plateau GPS 
Permanent Station. It is intended as a supplement to, not a substitute for, formal training. 
Whenever possible, training from UNAVCO is highly recommended prior to field 
deployments.  
 
Prior to deployment, the entire system must be assembled and tested in the staging area. 
This pre-assembly should be made as realistic as possible. This is critical to: 
 
1. Verify all hardware and tools are present. 
 
2. Verify the system operates properly and was not damaged in shipping. 
 
3. Provide practice for field team members. With practice, this system can be installed by a 
three-person field team in five hours or less. 
 
2. SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
 
The basic UNAVCO Plateau GPS system consists of the following components. A 
structural frame, mounted to a snow surface, holds three 50W solar panels and an Iridium 
comms system. A single enclosure, near the base of the frame, contains the electronics 
board and nine 100 amp-hour lead acid batteries. The GPS antenna and one horizontal-axis 
wind turbine are installed nearby on their own separate masts. The following options are 
also available: 
 
- One or two additional enclosures with six lead-acid batteries each 
- Up to ten lithium back-up batteries 
- Weather station  
- Point-to-point radio comms (when close to network infrastructure) 
- A larger frame which three 80W solar panels 
 
This manual describes installation of the basic system. Where applicable, notes are included 
regarding the above options. A list of system parts is provided in Section IV. 
 
Installation checklists, further instructions, and a list of required tools are available online at  
 
www.unavco.org/polartechnology 
 
 
 
 



3. INSTALLATION OUTLINE 
 
Ground time at a field site is usually limited, therefore division of labor and practice in 
assigned tasks are critical to minimize installation time.  
 
The overall installation procedure is outlined in Section II, and this manual suggests a 
breakdown of duties roughly as follows: 
 
Team Member 1:  GPS antenna installation, wind turbine assembly and installation, and 
photographs. 
 
Team Member 2: Frame assembly and placement, enclosure and batteries, electronics and 
breaker board wiring, electronics operation, system checklists, communications check, and 
photographs. 
 
Team Member 3: Digging trench, enclosure and batteries, frame placement and anchoring, 
external connectors, cable tie-down, photographs, and assisting the others as needed. 
 
 



 
SECTION II: PREPARATION FOR DEPLOYMENT 

 
 
1. BATTERY PREPARATION 
 
Lead-Acid batteries are usually shipped directly from the manufacturer to the field location. 
Therefore they must be inspected for damage, wired, and tested in the field staging area. In 
some cases they should also be charged in the staging area. 
 
A.  Battery Testing 
 
Since one bad battery can drain power from the system, it is imperative to check each 
battery before deployment. Use the ACT Intelligent Battery Tester as follows. If the 
batteries are not fully charged (see Battery Charging section), this meter will not accurately 
measure battery capacity. However, it can still identify bad batteries. 
 
Hold the probes firmly against the lead discs at the base of each terminal. If necessary, 
scrape oxidation off the terminal and press against clean lead. Record the meter’s Amp-
Hour reading directly on the battery with a permanent marker, along with the date of 
reading. Although a fully charged battery will read higher than an uncharged one, all 
members of a charged or uncharged group of batteries should read approximately the same. 
If any battery reads significantly lower, measure it again. If it still measures low after 
repeated measurements, do not use the battery. 
 
The meter displays its own temperature during each measurement. It will overheat quickly 
and shut down, so you must wait until it cools off to resume testing. In the absence of the 
ACT meter, use a voltmeter to verify similar voltages and identify questionable batteries. 
 
B.  Battery Charging 
 
The Deka/MK gel cell batteries are roughly 65% charged when delivered from the 
manufacturer. If a system is installed in spring or early summer (i.e. prior to the summer 
solstice) the solar panels will have time to fully charge them prior to autumn sunset. 
However any batteries installed after the summer solstice should be pre-charged to ensure 
maximum battery capacity before the onset of winter. 
 
UNAVCO has battery chargers at McMurdo Station, however it may be necessary to ship 
battery chargers to other locations. Almost any 12V lead-acid battery charger is adequate for 
this initial charging (UNAVCO uses the Deltran Battery Tender series). 
 
C. Battery Wiring 
 
Attach a pair of battery jumpers, one male and one female, to each battery as in Figure 1. 
Positive is red wire (pin A) on the connector, negative is black wire (pin B). 
 



 
 

Figure 1. Battery with jumpers attached 
 
On each battery, connect its jumpers together. Then cover each terminal with small pieces 
of foam, masonite, and tape, as shown in Figure 2. 
 
NOTE: Do not force battery connectors together. The connectors may not  engage smoothly 
because the pins or sockets inside the connector are misaligned. Here, just wiggle the 
connectors until they engage, or use a small screwdriver to bend the offending contact back 
straight. Also, although they are keyed it is possible  to force the contacts backward, 
momentarily shorting a battery. If this happens replace both battery jumpers since the 
contacts will be damaged.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Battery with terminals covered 
 
 



2. TOOLS AND CHECKLISTS 
 
Fill out Part 1 of the Remote Site Installation Checklist form, available online. 
 
Check all toolkits for completeness. Tool lists for the hand tool kit, cordless drill kit, and 
communications kit are also online. Any tools necessary for installation of the GPS antenna 
mast should also be checked, however an online checklist is not provided since the GPS 
mast design for snow surfaces is project specific. 
 
3. BUILD AND TEST COMPLETE SYSTEM 
 
Prior to deployment, the entire system must be assembled and tested in the staging area. 
Follow the instructions in Section III to make this pre-assembly as realistic as possible. 
Additional notes regarding pre-assembly in the staging area are given here. 
 
A. Attach Solar Panels to Frame 
 
The structural frame is shipped to the staging area with two sides collapsed flat, without 
solar panels attached. Mount one panel to each of these sides, vertically, with the cable 
exiting downward. Each panel mounts to the horizontal frame members using four saddle 
clamps with 5/16” V-bolts, washers, and nylon locknuts.  
 
The remaining two horizontal frame members are shipped loose, and should be attached to 
the third solar panel in the same way. Attach these two members to the third panel such that 
they fit into the empty tee fittings on the frame, rotating the pipes so their bolt holes line up 
with those on the tee fittings.  
 
B.  Assemble Wind Turbine 
 
The Aerogen wind turbine is shipped partially assembled with its pipe mount adapter, 
custom cable assembly, and cable gland fitting as shown in Figure 3. The blades and tail are 
assembled in the staging area prior to field deployment. A manual for the Aerogen turbine is 
available online. 
 
Remove the clamp plate and hub plate from the turbine and insert blades in pockets on 
clamp plate. Position hub plate and tighten the plates just enough to grip the blades using 
M6 screws, washers, and locknuts. Rotate each blade so the arrow on each blade lines up 
with marks on the hub as in Figure 4. Fully tighten the screws and place plastic nut covers 
on each screw. 
 
Slide blade/hub assembly onto shaft and secure with M6 socket screw and  spring washer. 
Place plastic hub cover onto hub. 
 
Insert tail assembly into hole on top of turbine. Align tail with vertical and TIGHTLY 
secure the M8 set screws. 
 



 

 
 

Figure 3. Aero4gen Wind Turbine Components.  
(NOTE: Tailfin assembly is shown backwards in this figure). 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Detail of Wind Turbine Blade Alignment 
 
Wind turbine output should be checked using a voltmeter as follows. Pin B is positive, Pin 
A is negative. Spin the blades by hand and measure open-circuit DC voltage. It should be 



possible to generate +10 VDC or more by hand. Next, spin the blades by hand and measure 
short-circuit DC current. It should be possible to generate 2-3 DC amps by hand. 
 
C. Electronics Board 
 
The electronics boards are shown in Figures 5-7. Each board should be inspected before 
deployment to ensure all cables, connectors, and electronics are secure and undamaged from 
shipping.  
 
Give a tug test to every cable or wire. A listing of individual cables, wires, and connectors is 
given below. If any are found loose, re-secure them. Check tightness on all screws on 
breakers. Doublecheck all connectors on GPS receiver and Iridium modem.  
 
Check that all wires and push-on connectors on the timer switch are secure (Figure 8). 
These push-on connectors can be re-crimped in a vise, or with vise-grips. Also verify the 
time on and time off settings are correct. The timer switch is set by two small dials. The T1 
dial is time on, the T2 dial is time off. The specific timer model will be project dependent, 
however the scale of the dial marks (minutes or seconds) is listed on the timer front panel.  
  

 
 

Figure 5. Electronics Board and Breaker Board for Plateau GPS System 
 



 
 

Figure 6. Electronics Board. 
NOTE: Timer switch shown here is obsolete. See Figure 8 for current model. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Breaker Board. 
 
 i. Iridium modem: 
 
 - Coax antenna cable with TNC connector and TNC-SMA adapter. 
 - DB25 female power/comms adapter.  
 
 ii. NetRS GPS receiver: 
   
 - Coax antenna cable with Type N connector. 



 - Iridium DB9 female to serial port 2. 
 - Coaxial power cable to power/ethernet “dongle” on primary power port A. 

- Two-pin power connector to secondary power port B.  
 - Optional: weather station DB9 female to serial port 4. 
 

NOTE: With lead-acid batteries only, both power plugs are wired straight to the 
lead-acid battery bank. With lithium backup, lead-acid power is delivered to power 
port A through the solar regulator LVD, while lithium power is delivered straight to 
power port B. 

 
 iii. Main terminal block: 
 
 - Two red connectors: one tower and one shroud (lead-acid batteries) 
 - Two white towers (heat pads for wind charge circuit) 
 - One grey tower (heat pad for solar heat circuit) 
 - One purple shroud (heat pad for wind divert circuit) 
 - One brown tower (lithium batteries) 
 
 iv. Breaker board terminal block: 
  
 - One purple Weatherpack shroud (heat pad for wind divert circuit) 
 - Two orange-marked MIL connectors (for charging solar panels) 
 - One grey-marked MIL connector (for heating solar panel) 
 - One blue-marked MIL connector (for wind turbine) 
 - One diode between wind turbine attachment and dual breaker. Current flows 
 through the diode towards the grey line on one end. 
 - Optional: one unmarked MIL connector (5-pin, for weather station) 
 - Optional: one or two red-marked MIL connectors (for auxiliary battery banks) 
 
 v. Timer switch, ¼” push-on connectors as in Figure 8: 
  
 - Terminal 1: Red wire to Iridium positive (pink connector) 
 - Terminal 2: Yellow wire to system positive (blue connector) 
 - Terminal 3: Two black wires to a piggyback adapter: Iridium ground (pink 
 connector) and system ground (blue connector). 
 
 vi.  Other cables: 
 
 - One battery temperature sensor attached to solar regulator 
 - One battery temperature sensor attached to wind regulator 
  



 
 

Figure 8. Timer Switch. 
 
 
4. PACK SYSTEM FOR DEPLOYMENT 
 
After building and testing the system in the staging area, it should be disassembled and 
packed for deployment as follows. Take note of how the equipment was packaged for 
transport to the staging area. Wherever possible, the components should be re-packaged the 
same way for field transport.  
 
A.  Structural Frame and Solar Panels 
 
Remove the third solar panel, opposite the hinged corner of the frame, by unbolting the two 
horizontal pipe members. Leave the other two panels attached and collapse the frame at its 
hinges. Remove the frame extension legs. 
 
B. Electronics 
 
Pack the electronics board inside the enclosure, along with the Iridium antenna assembly, 
GPS antenna, and optional weather station assembly. Use plenty of packing materials to 
ensure these fragile components remain securely in place during transport to the field site. 
 
The MM24 enclosure should not be loaded with anything heavy or sharp that could shift and 
damage the vacuum panels. The vacuum panels are protected by 1/16” plastic sheets, but 
they are still relatively fragile. The corners and edges are particularly vulnerable to 
puncture. Several loose vacuum panels are also included with the shipment for use as 
emergency spares. 
 
C. Lead-Acid Batteries 
 
Individual battery cases may be required for air transport. A suggested case is online. 
 



D.  Lithium Batteries 
 

The lithium battery packs are hazardous materials, however they are approved for air 
transport when contained in the manufacturer’s original packaging. 
 
NOTE: DO NOT allow the packs to contact water for extended periods. If punctured, 
material inside each cell (D-size cells) can form toxic products when wetted. See online for 
a material MSDS. 
 
 
 
 



SECTION III: INSTALLATION 
 
 
1. SITE LAYOUT 
 
A suggested layout is shown in Figure 9.  The solar panel frame, enclosure, and wind 
turbine should be located relatively close to the aircraft to minimize equipment hauling, but 
be aware of the intended aircraft takeoff route and locate the frame (and GPS antenna) to 
minimize prop wash against the completed system. 
 
Once the frame site is chosen, select a location for the GPS antenna. The antenna should be 
at least 10m from the frame to maintain proper separation between GPS and Iridium 
antennas, however the GPS antenna cable is only 30m long. Therefore, the antenna should 
be located within an annular area between 10m and 25m from the frame.  
 

 
Figure 9. Layout of Plateau GPS Station 

 
2. GPS ANTENNA         Team Member 1 
 
The GPS antenna mast design is project-specific and will depend on the scientific goals of 
the GPS station. However masts almost always have a section of 1.5” sch40 aluminum pipe 
at the top end. The GPS antenna attaches to this pipe with a mounting adapter as in Figure 
10. Screw the GPS antenna onto the 5/8” bolt until it bottoms out, then tighten the 5/8” nut 
against the antenna. Insert the mount into the pipe and secure with a 5/16” bolt and locknut. 
 



Note the GPS antenna is installed without guy wires, which could pull the antenna to one 
side and distort the position measurements. 
 
 

   
 

  A.       B. 
 

Figure 10. A) GPS Antenna Mount. B) Antenna on Pipe Mast. 
 
Attach the cable to antenna with the 90º connector. This connector has fine threads and it 
can occasionally bind up before it has been completely engaged. Wiggle this connector as 
you tighten it by hand, then use pliers to lightly tighten this connector to make sure it is fully 
engaged.  Secure the cable to the mast with at least three tie-downs. 
 
Roll out the antenna cable, starting at the antenna and working toward the frame. Take care 
not to kink or step on the antenna cable. Wrap any excess cable in a neat coil near the 
enclosure, keeping the end free from snow.  
 
3. STRUCTURAL FRAME 
 
A. Trench         Team Member 3 
 
Dig a trench 5 x 8 ft. in area and 3 ft. deep. One half of the bottom area should be leveled to 
within 1º in both directions. Place the plywood piece into the leveled area.  
 
Optional: If auxiliary battery banks are used, the trench should be enlarged on either side of 
the plywood piece to accommodate the smaller enclosures. 
 
B.  Frame Assembly and Placement   
 
 



 i. Solar Panels        Team Member 2  
 
 Unfold the frame top section and insert the third solar panel into the empty tee 
 fittings as in Figure 11A. Secure with four 5/16” bolts and locknuts. Tighten the set 
 screws on the two hinge tees.  
 

     
 

            A.      B. 
 

Figure 11. A) Closeup of Small Frame Top Section (with Iridium antenna shown) 
B) Small Tripod Solar Panel Frame. 

 
 ii. Iridium Antenna       Team Member 2 
 
 Install the Iridium antenna assembly on one top corner of the frame as shown in 
 Figure 12 A. Check that the V-bolt and pipe threads are tight, and tighten both set 
 screws on the pipe fitting.  
 
 Optional: For sites with point-to-point comms, place Yagi antenna assembly on one 
 top corner of the frame. Rotate antenna so it points directly at the receiving station. 
 Check that all bolts are tight and secure set screws on fitting. Attach external radio 
 cable to Yagi antenna, keeping the exposed end free from snow. Also be sure the 
 antenna has the correct polarity, with its elements oriented in the same plane as the 
 receiving station antenna. 
 



 
 iii. Optional: Weather Station.      Team Member 2 
 
 Install the weather station on a top corner of the frame as in Figure 12 B. Check that 
 the V-bolt is tight, and tighten both set screws on the pipe fitting. 
  
 Locate true north using a map, a compass and magnetic declination information, 
 and/or a hand-held GPS unit. With a hand-held GPS, the easiest method is to mark a 
 waypoint at the GPS antenna and then tell the GPS unit to “go to” this waypoint. 
 Walk northward away from the antenna at least 30 meters (the farther the better) 
 until you reach a point where the bearing to the antenna is 180 degrees. Once north 
 is found, note this with a snow cairn as a visual marker for use in orienting the 
 weather station.  
  
 Loosen set screw on weather station base and rotate  the station so the North arrow 
 on the bottom points directly along one side of the tripod frame. Retighten set screw. 
 This side of the frame is then oriented toward north when placing the frame in the 
 trench. 
 
 

    
 
         A.         B. 
 

Figure 12. A) Iridium Antenna Mount. B) Weather Station Mount 
 
 



 
 iv. Extension Legs and Guy Wires     Team Member 2 
 
 Install the frame extension legs with internal coupling fittings. Tighten the 
 coupling’s set screw, then further secure both pipes to coupling with 5/16” bolts and 
 locknuts. Note: Figure 11B shows frame with external pipe couplings (obsolete). 
 
 Three bolt hangers are attached to the frame on bolts through the upper tee fittings. 
 Attach one guy wire assembly to each bolt hanger using a carabiner. 
 
 v. Cable Tie-Down       Team Member 2 
 
 All cables are routed along the tube frame. The Iridium and weather station cables 
 are routed downward along one frame leg while the solar panel cables run downward 
 along a different leg.  
 
 For the solar panel cables, pull out enough cable from each panel to route the cable 
 and reach the bulkhead connector on the enclosure. Each cable is 13 ft. long, with 
 excess length tucked inside the solar panel. Once enough cable has been pulled out, 
 tighten the cable gland fitting on the solar panel to secure the cable. Tighten this 
 fitting by hand until the cable no longer slides freely in and out.  
                  

Begin cable tie-down at the component and work down the frame. Place one tie-
down immediately at the point where the cable exits the component, and continue 
placing tie-downs every ~18” along the entire route. To install a cable tie-down, 
wrap the free end around the pipe and cables, then through the buckle as in Figure 
13. Fold it over and route it back through the clasps. The free end can then be turned 
90 degrees and again folded over around the clasps as shown, but this is not strictly 
necessary. To complete the tie-down, pound the folded-over joints flat.  

 

 
 

Figure 13. Cable tie-down straps. 
 
Where cables follow the same path they can be tied down together; there is no need 
to secure each cable separately. Route cables only part-way down the frame for now, 
then finish the job when the frame is vertically positioned in the trench. 

 
 



 vi.  Position Frame in Trench   Team Member 2 Team Member 3 
 

Place the frame onto the plywood and rotate frame such that the weather station’s 
parallel side is pointing north. Verify that frame is vertical to within 1º in both 
directions. Screw the frame foot flanges to the plywood with large wood screws. 
 
Arrange cables in a neat loop on the plywood, making sure to keep the connectors 
free from snow.  

 
C.  Enclosure and Batteries   Team Member 2 Team Member 3 
 
Place the main enclosure into the trench, just off the end of the plywood. Remove the two 
top vacuum panels from the enclosure and put them in a safe place where they will not be 
stepped on. Also place the two loose heat pads (solar heat and wind turbine divert) nearby. 
See Figure 14. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Empty Enclosure.  
Shows solar heat pad, wind divert heat pad, and three wires from hidden heat pads. 

 
Place 9 batteries in enclosure and connect in a ring circuit as shown in Figure 15A 
(connection to the power board is made later, when installing the board). Neatly tuck the 
connectors and wires away, so they do not protrude above the battery terminals. Three 
cables coming from the hidden heat pads should be routed up above the batteries along the 
back corners.  
 
NOTE: Do not hold lead-acid batteries by the handle directly above your feet. These 
handles are a weak point and have been known to break. 



 
NOTE: Do not force battery connectors together. The connectors may not engage  smoothly 
because the pins or sockets inside the connector are misaligned. Here, just  wiggle the 
connectors until they engage, or use a small screwdriver to bend the offending contact back 
straight. Also, although they are keyed it is possible to force the contacts backward, 
momentarily shorting a battery. If this happens replace both battery jumpers since the 
contacts will be damaged.  
 
Verify the ring circuit is complete by checking that battery voltage exists between positive 
on one free connector and negative on the other. If you do not read battery voltage in this 
way, a connection is loose or missing. 

 
Optional: Lithium backup batteries. These batteries take the place of three  lead-acid 
batteries in the main enclosure. Position 10 lithium battery packs inside enclosure as shown 
in Figure 15B, leaving a gap of at least 4.5” between lead-acid and lithium packs. Keep 
labels facing upward on all lithium packs except the one on its side. These packs connect 
using a 1 x 10 harness assembly of Weatherpack connectors. Again, note the orientation of 
connectors before engaging. 
 
Once all lithium batteries are wired to the harness, check voltage on the free connector. Pin 
A is positive, B negative. Voltage should be 17-18V. 
 
 



 
 

Figure 15. Battery placement and ring circuit wiring.   
A) Enclosure with 9 lead-acid batteries 

B) Enclosure with 6 lead-acid and 10 lithium backup batteries 
 
Optional: Auxiliary battery banks. Place auxiliary enclosures nearby the main enclosure and 
install 6 batteries in each. These batteries are first wired in a ring circuit similar to the main 
enclosure. Then, attach the internal battery cable is to the bulkhead connector on enclosure 
wall and one positive/negative terminal of the battery bank. Finally, attach an external 
battery cable to the outside of the bulkhead connector, keeping its free end clear of snow. 
 
D.  Frame Anchoring       Team Member 3 
 
Using carabiners, clip guy wires to holes in the centers of three snow stakes. Drive snow 
stakes into the snow at equal angles around the trench, as in Figure 9. Drive these stakes in 



at 45º so the guy wires will travel normal to the stakes, approximately 45º upward from the 
snow to top of the frame. Stakes should be set at least 3’ deep depending on snow 
conditions. 
 
 NOTE: Snow stakes can either be pounded in at 45° from vertical if surface is solid, or 
installed as deadmen in softer snow. 
 
To set guy wires, first ensure free ends of all 6 rigging wires (three from frame, three from 
snow anchors) are not frayed. If necessary use wire rope cutters to create a clean end. Start 
feeding a pair of wire ropes into Gripple device, one at a time, following the arrows stamped 
on the Gripple. Keep the guy wires loose for now. 
 
Start tightening rigging lines sequentially, each one bit by bit. Do not let the Gripple get too 
high or low on the line. Also, do not overtighten one line relative to the others; this will pull 
the frame off vertical.  After tightening the lines as far as they will go, insert two locking 
screws into each Gripple and tighten until they bottom out. Cut off excess lengths of wire 
rope and use aluminum foil tape to secure down these free ends to the rigging line.  
 
If a Gripple gets stuck or must be removed, it may be possible to unlock it, however this is 
tedious at room temperature and extreme cold will not make it easier. To unlock, completely 
remove the locking screws and insert the stiff L-shaped wire tool into the unlocking port. 
You will have to wiggle and push this wire to get it to unlock the Gripple, but once it is 
pushed all the way in, the wire rope can be pulled back out of the Gripple. If this does not 
work, cut one side of the line so the wire can be pulled out normally from the Gripple and 
install another rigging wire and/or Gripple. 
 
NOTE: For Plateau wind conditions, it is sufficient to simply tighten and lock the Gripples 
with their locking screws. For windier locations, it is prudent to use an additional locking 
mechanism on the guy wires. Two options are available for this purpose: Crosby bolts or a 
swage ferrule. A Crosby bolt can simply be added onto the guy wires after Gripples are 
tightened. If swage ferrules are used, a ferrule must be slid onto one guy wire BEFORE the 
Gripples are installed. After the Gripple is tightened, the ferrule can be swaged into place 
with a hand swage tool. This additional hardware can be requested from UNAVCO. 
 
4. WIND TURBINE         Team Member 1 
 
Attach 18” x 18” plywood to flange foot fitting at base of wind turbine mast with three large 
wood screws (pre-drill screw holes first). Using carabiners, clip three rigging wires to 
attachments near top of mast. 
 
Slide wind turbine mount adapter into top of mast and secure tightly with two 5/16” bolts 
with washers and locknuts as in Figure 16A. Tighten bolts securely to slightly deform pipe 
such that wind turbine adapter does not rattle inside pipe. Add the extension leg to the wind 
turbine mast and secure in identical fashion to the solar panel frame extension legs. 
 



Attach a shorting plug to the wind turbine cable. Secure the first few feet of the turbine 
cable to the mast using metal cable ties. Use one cable tie every ~18”.  
 
Locate a position about 3 meters straight out from the enclosure side of the main trench (see 
Figure 9). Dig a hole for the wind turbine footing, 2 ft. x 2 ft. in area, 3 ft. deep. Level snow 
in bottom of this hole and compact as firmly as possible. 
 
Clip rigging wires to three anchor stakes with carabiners. Set three anchor stakes at equal 
angles in snow around wind turbine hole, in an identical manner to those for the solar panel 
frame. Set stakes at least 3’ deep depending on snow conditions.  
 
Stand wind turbine mast vertically inside hole. Tighten, lock, and secure guy wires in the 
same fashion as with the solar panel frame. Secure the remaining cable length to the turbine 
mast. Route cable toward the enclosure but do not connect yet. Fill in the hole and compact 
snow around the turbine. 
 
NOTE: Beware the rotating turbine blades! The shorting plug on the wind turbine cable will 
cause the turbine to rotate at its slowest possible speed, however in high winds it is 
recommended that the blades be stopped entirely before raising the turbine. To do this, use a 
rope loop through the blades and hold this rope while raising the turbine. 
 
 

   
A.      B. 

Figure 16. A) Wind Turbine Mount Adapter. B) Guyed Wind Turbine Mast. 
 
 
 
 



5. ELECTRONICS AND TESTING 
 
At this point, part 2 of the Remote Site Installation Checklist should be filled out. This form 
is available online. 
 
A.  Electronics Board Wiring      Team Member 2 

 
Turn all breakers off on the breaker board. The off position shows green on each breaker 
except the rightmost breaker, which is part of a dual-breaker assembly. With the dual 
breaker, one breaker will be on while the other is off. The “off” position here is inline with 
the other breakers as shown in Figure 7. This position does not disconnect the wind turbine 
but rather directs wind power to the divert load (heat pads) instead of the wind regulator. 
 
Place the electronics board between the batteries as shown in Figure 17, keeping the breaker 
board and its cables out of the way as much as possible. Make sure the electronics board 
rests on the bottom of the enclosure and no cables are caught underneath. Position the small 
vacuum panel on the right of the enclosure, with notch facing left, and lay the breaker board 
on the vacuum panel.   
 

 
 

Figure 17. Electronics Boards Positioned Inside Enclosure. 
 
Now connect Weatherpack connectors to the electronics board, check voltages, and turn on 
breakers as follows: 

 
i. Connect the lead-acid battery bank to the electronics board by attaching the 
two red Weatherpack connectors (one shroud and one tower) to any mating pair of 
connectors on the battery ring circuit. You may hear a click from the wind regulator. 



Measure and record the battery voltage between terminal 2 on the lead-acid battery 
breaker (red/green wires) and the black terminal blocks. It should be 12.5-13.5V 
depending on charge level. Turn on the lead-acid battery breaker. 
 
ii. Attach the brown tower from the electronics board to the brown shroud from 
the lithium battery harness. Measure voltage between terminal 2 on the lithium 
battery breaker (brown wires) and the black terminal blocks. This voltage should be 
17-18V. Turn on the lithium battery breaker. 
 
iii.  Load Circuit. Measure the load voltage between terminal 2 of the load 
breaker (yellow wires) and black terminal blocks. Record this voltage on the 
Installation Checklist. It should equal the battery voltage. If not, check that the solar 
regulator LVD is ON (see above for meaning of regulator LED’s). If the solar 
regulator LVD is OFF, touch a magnet near the LED to reset it. Turn on the load 
breaker. 
 
iv. Measure resistance between contacts of the two white Weatherpack shrouds 
coming from back left of the enclosure (heat pads in wind turbine charge circuit). 
Each heat pad will be ~13 ohms in the cold (20 ohms at room temperature). Connect 
these white shrouds to the two white towers coming from the electronics board. 
 
v. Measure resistance between contacts of the purple Weatherpack tower 
coming from back right of the enclosure (heat pad in wind turbine divert circuit). 
This heat pad will be ~25 ohms in the cold (40 ohms at room temperature). Connect 
the purple tower to the purple shroud coming from the electronics board. 
 
vi. Measure the resistance of the single loose heat pad with grey shroud connetor 
(solar heat circuit). It should be ~13 ohms in the cold (20 ohms at room 
temperature). Lay this heat pad on top of the batteries and connect to the grey tower 
coming from the electronics board. 

 
Verify the NetRS GPS receiver is running. The NetRS takes approximately 4 minutes to 
boot. During this time the front panel LED’s will alternate solid and flashing. If only lead-
acid batteries are used, the GPS receiver will have stared running once you connected the 
lead-acid battery bank to the board. This is because the both NetRS power ports are wired 
directly to the battery bank, bypassing the breaker. If lithium batteries are used, the NetRS 
only starts once you have flipped the breakers for lithium batteries, or both lead-acid AND 
load breakers. This is because NetRS power port A is connected to the lead-acid battery 
bank via the load circuit, while port B is connected to the lithium battery bank. 
 
Neatly tuck all Weatherpack connectors away, keeping them below the battery terminals. 
Also place the two battery temperature sensors from the wind and solar regulators down 
behind the board, towards the back of the enclosure. 
 
 
 



B.  Breaker Board Wiring       Team Member 2 
 
Connect the following cables from the power board to bulkhead connectors on the inside 
enclosure wall.  
 
NOTE: For the military power connectors, make sure they are completely engaged. These 
connectors have a ¼-turn action and will snap into place with a positive locking feel. It is 
sometimes necessary to use adjustable pliers to completely engage these connectors. On rare 
occasion, the seal ring inside the plug connector can fall out and the connector will not 
engage firmly. If this happens, slide a new seal ring from the toolkit into the plug. 
 
 i. Three solar panel MIL plugs. Connect the two orange-marked and one grey-
  marked plugs to bulkhead connectors with the same coloring. The orange  
  connectors are for battery charging, the grey connector powers a heat pad.  
 
 ii.  One blue-marked wind turbine MIL plug. 
 
 iii.  One Type TNC coax plug for Iridium antenna. 
 
 iv. One Type N coax plug for GPS antenna. 
 

v. Take the remaining wind turbine divert heat pad assembly, with purple 
 Weatherpack tower connector, and measure resistance between contacts of 
 the connector. This heat pad will be ~25 ohms in the cold (40 ohms at room 
 temperature). Connect the purple tower to the purple shroud coming from the 
 breaker board and lay the heat pad out of the way. 

 
 v.  Optional: One unmarked weather station MIL plug. 
 
 vi. Optional: One or two red-marked auxiliary battery bank MIL plugs.  

 
C.  External Connectors     Team Member 2 Team Member 3 
 
With team member 3 behind the enclosure handling the external connectors, team member 2 
checks voltages and turns breakers on as follows. 
 
 i.  Attach Iridium TNC connector to bulkhead on enclosure. 
 
 ii. Attach GPS N connector to bulkhead on enclosure. 
 
 iii.  Remove shorting plug and attach wind turbine plug to blue-marked bulkhead 
  on enclosure. With the wind turbine breaker off (dual breaker assembly),  
  measure and record voltage between terminal 2 on the rightmost (purple  
  wire) breaker and black terminal blocks. With the turbine spinning in a light 
  breeze, or when spun by hand, this voltage should be roughly 10V. 
 



 Note: Although their connectors are unique, it is possible to force the wind 
 turbine cable plug onto a solar panel bulkhead connector. The wind turbine 
 plugs and bulkhead connectors have matching colored marks to help avoid 
 this. 
 
 After checking the wind turbine, turn the wind dual-breaker assembly ON. 

 
 iv. Attach one orange-marked solar panel connector to one orange-  
  marked bulkhead connector. With solar breaker (orange wires) off,  
  measure and record the voltage between terminal 2 of this breaker and  
  ground. Depending on cloud cover and sun position, the open-circuit  
  voltage of this solar panel will be ~19-21V. Unplug this solar panel from the 
  outside of the enclosure and plug the second orange-marked solar connector 
  into the second orange bulkhead connector. Repeat the same voltage  
  measurement. Reconnect the first solar connector to the first bulkhead  
  connector. 

 
 After checking each panel, connect all panels to the enclosure and turn the 
 solar breaker ON. 

  
 v. Connect the grey-marked solar panel connector to the grey-marked bulkhead 
  connector. On the breaker board, measure the voltage from grey to black  
  terminal blocks. Depending on cloud cover and sun position, this   
  voltage should be somewhere between 10-20V. 
 
 vi. Optional:  Attach weather station connector to bulkhead connector. 
 
 vii. Optional:  Measure and record the voltage at the free end of the first  
  external auxiliary battery bank cable. Connect this cable to one red-marked 
  battery bulkhead connector on outside of the enclosure. Measure and record 
  the voltage at the free end of the second external auxiliary battery bank cable, 
  then connect this cable to the enclosure. 
 
D. Electronics Operation       Team Member 2 
 

i. Check the solar regulator LED’s and record their state on the Installation 
Checklist. The upper LED shows the battery charging state; it will most likely be 
solid green, indicating solar power is being delivered to the battery bank. It may be 
alternating green and red, indicating that battery charging is being switched ON/OFF 
as the batteries approach full charge. The lower LED shows the state of the 
regulator’s low voltage disconnect (LVD). It should be green, indicating the 
regulator is delivering battery power to the load circuit. If the solar regulator LVD 
LED is red, touch a magnet nearby reset it. 
 
ii. Check the wind regulator LED, which shows the battery charging state. It 
will most likely be solid green, indicating wind power is being delivered to the 



battery bank. It may be alternating green and red, indicating that battery charging is 
being switched ON/OFF as the batteries approach full charge. 
 
Note: Both solar and wind regulators can be damaged if wind or solar power is 
connected while the battery bank is disconnected. In this case, the regulator can burn 
out as it rapidly switches between charging ON/OFF. Here, you will see the charge 
LED on either regulator quickly flash red and green. The wind regulator will make a 
clicking sound, however the solar regulator is silent. If this happens 
IMMEDIATELY turn off all breakers and make sure the battery bank is connected 
before reapplying solar or wind power. 
 
Note: A general rule is that if anything unexpected occurs, turn all breakers off. 

  
 iii. NetRS Operation 
 

The NetRS should be fully booted at this point. Record the state of the front panel 
LED’s. They should read as follows, left to right: 
 
External Frequency: OFF 
Ethernet:  OFF 
Satellite:  Flashing RED once per second 
Data Logging:  Flashing YELLOW once per second 
Power A:  Solid GREEN 
Power B:  Solid YELLOW 

 
E.  Finalize Enclosure       Team Member 2 
 
Once GPS receiver operation is confirmed, photograph the interior of the enclosure and 
electronics board from several angles. 
 
Gently place one thick insulation bag behind the electronics board and one in front (Figure 
18A). Place the two thinner bags on top (Figure 18B). Reposition the solar heat pad on top 
of the batteries, making sure all cables and connectors lay flat. 

 



     
 

A.     B. 
 

Figure 18. A) Thick Insulation Bag Placement.  B) Thin Insulation Bag Placement. 
 
Place the larger vacuum panel on top of the vacuum enclosure. Place a small wad of thin 
white packing material in between the vacuum panels to close the wire pass-thru notch as in 
Figure 19. Also place a narrow strip of thin white foam material on the far right, between 
the rightmost edge of the small vacuum panel and the enclosure wall. This strip will press 
the top vacuum panels together to improve sealing at their edges. Neatly arrange cables 
between the breaker board and rear of enclosure. See Figure 20 for finished enclosure. 
 
NOTE: Make sure both vacuum panels are resting directly on the walls of the vacuum 
enclosure and not on stray connectors underneath. Rearrange connectors and heat pad to 
ensure the best contact between top vacuum panels and the vacuum panel walls. 

 
 



 
 

Figure 19. Packing Material at Vacuum Panel Notch 
 

 
 

Figure 20. Finished Enclosure  
 
Verify connectors are securely attached, both inside and outside the enclosure. Check that 
the vacuum panels are placed tightly together in the enclosure. Verify all breakers are ON. 
Close the enclosure lid. Note that the breakers are spring-loaded, and it is easy to 



inadvertently trip them when moving your arms inside the enclosure! Once the lid is closed, 
gently lift the lid again and peek inside to verify that all breakers are still ON before finally 
closing the lid. This is a CRITICAL check! Close lid and secure all latches. 
 
F.  Photographs and Final System Checks     
 
 i.  Photographs       Team Member 1 

 
Take the following photographs: 
 
- Outside wall of enclosure with all connectors and cables 
- Structural frame: photos from all sides, including guy wires 
- GPS monument 
- Sky view of GPS antenna from N, E, S, W directions 
- View of entire site from distant vantage point 
- View of site with landing zone in view, if possible  
 
ii.  Check Iridium Communications    Team Member 2 
 
Verify the Iridium system is operational by placing a call to the system, per 
instructions in a separate document, available online. 
 
Note that an Iridium antenna must have a good sky view in all directions to operate 
properly. Calling from inside or nearby the aircraft is tricky. Similarly, at the staging 
area you should stand far away from any building walls. 
 
iii.  Final Checks and Photographs    All Members 
 
Bury the enclosure in snow up to the ambient snow level. Be careful when shoveling 
snow on the rear of the enclosure so you do not put undue stress on any cable. 
 
Finally, take a look around the site and verify the following: 
 
- All cables are cleanly routed and secured to the frame.  
- Solar panel frame is vertical. Guy wires and anchors are secure.  
- Wind turbine is vertical. Guy wires and anchors are secure.  
- All set screws and bolts on are tight. 
- Take final photos of the site as you left it.  

 



 
SECTION IV. SYSTEM HARDWARE LIST 

 
Quantities listed are for the basic system, optional quantities are in parentheses. Lists of 
necessary toolkits are available online. 
 
Qty.  Part      Notes 
 
Monument 
 
1  GPS antenna mast    design is project-specific 
1  GPS antenna pipe mount adapter  for 1.5” sch40 pipe 
1  Bolt      5/16” x 2.75” or 3” 
1  Locknut     5/16” 
 
Structural Frame 
 
1  Aluminum pipe frame    Large or small size 
3  Extension legs w/flanges   length is project-specific 
1  Wind turbine mast     with guy wire attachment points 
1  Wind turbine mast extension leg w/flange 
1  Plywood footer     approx 18” x 18” 
1  Plywood footer    approx 4 ft. x 4 ft. 
4  Internal pipe couplings 
15  Wood screws 
25  Bolts      5/16-18 x 2.75” or 3” 
25  Locknuts     5/16-18 
 
Main Enclosure 
 
1  Main enclosure    Large size 
1  Vacuum panel lining    incl. 2 loose panels 
2  Wind turbine charge heat pads  hidden under lower vacuum panel 
2  Wind turbine divert heat pads   1x under lower vacuum panel 
        1x loose inside enclosure 
1  Solar heat pad     loose inside enclosure 
1  Masonite panel    on lower vacuum panel 
1  Vent plug 
3  Solar panel bulkhead connector  One per panel 
1  Wind turbine bulkhead connector   
(1,2)  Battery bulkhead connector   One per optional auxiliary enclosure 
(1)  Weather station bulkhead connector 
1  TNC bulkhead connector   Iridium / radio 
1  N bulkhead connector    GPS 
1  Grounding plate with bolt 
1  Grounding wire (black) with ring terminal 



 
Auxiliary Enclosure 
 
(1,2)  Auxiliary enclosure    Small size   
(1,2)  Foam liner      
(1,2)  Vent plug      
(1,2)  Battery bulkhead connector 
(1,2)  Internal battery cable     with ring terminals 
 
Power 
 
9 (6,15,21) Lead-acid batteries    100 amp-hour gel cell 
        10 ea. large enclosure, 6 ea. small 
9 (6,15,21) Battery jumpers    One pair per battery 
18 (12,30,42) Battery terminal covers   2x foam, 1x masonite per terminal 
9 (6,15,21) Battery transport enclosures   One per battery 
(10)  Lithium batteries 
(1)  Lithium battery harness 
3  Solar panel, with connectorized cable, 50 watt (small frame) 
  backing plate, cable gland fitting  80 watt (large frame) 
12  Solar panel mount saddle, with 5/16”  Four per panel 
  V-bolt, washers, and locknuts 
1  Wind turbine body, with connectorized Aerogen 4 
  cable and pipe mount adapter 
8  Wind turbine blades    6+2 spares 
1  Wind turbine tailfin assembly 
0 (1,2)  External battery cable    One per auxiliary enclosure 
 
Frame and Cable Anchoring 
 
25  Metal cable tie-downs    Secure cables to frame, GPS antenna 
        cable to monument 
3  Bolt hangers     attached to solar panel frame 
8  Snow stakes      
16  Locking carabiners 
16  Guy wires     with thimble loop on one end 
8  Gripples     with locking screws and release tool 
(8)  Swage ferrules     for high wind sites 
(1)  Hand swage tool    for high wind sites 
(8)  Crosby bolts     for high wind sites 
 
GPS Electronics Board 
 
1  Plywood board 
1  Trimble NetRS GPS receiver 
1  NetRS power/ethernet adapter 



1  NetRS primary power cable 
1  NetRS secondary power cable 
1 (2)  Serial port surge protector   one for Iridium, one for weather 
1  GPS internal antenna cable, N-N 
1  Solar charge regulator 
1  Wind charge regulator 
1  Iridium modem 
1  Iridium SIM card 
1  Iridium serial / DC power adapter 
1  Timer switch 
1  Iridium internal antenna cable, TNC-TNC 
1  Terminal block strip 
(1)  Point-to-point radio 
(1)  Internal radio antenna cable, N-TNC 
(1)  Radio power cable 
(1)  Radio ethernet cable 
 
GPS Breaker Board 
 
1  Plywood board 
3  Internal solar cables 
1  Internal wind cable 
1  Terminal block strip with breakers 
1  Diode 
0 (1,2)  Internal battery cables 
(1)  Internal weather station cable 
 
Other GPS System Hardware 
 
1  GPS antenna 
(1)  GPS antenna radome    project-specific 
1  GPS external antenna cable 
1  Iridium antenna 
1  Iridium antenna mount assembly  assembled, with antenna attached 
1  External Iridium antenna cable 
(1)  Point-to-point radio antenna 
(1)  Radio antenna mount assembly  assembled, with antenna attached 
(1)  External radio antenna cable 
(1)  Weather station    assembled, with station attached 
(1)  Weather station mount assembly 
(1)  External weather station cable 


